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Introduction.
In a previous paperl), the author obtained a theorem as follows:
If the group of holonomy of a space with a normal projecti've COll-
nexion fixes a hyperquadric, the space is one corresponding to the class
of Riemannian spaces projective to each other including an Einstein
space, in the domain of such points that they are not the images of
the points on the hyperquadric into the space. Such a space has
also been studied by S. Sasaki and K. Yano:1), but the properties in
the neighborhood of the image of the hyperquadric invariant under
the group of holonomy of the space into it have never been investi-
gated by anyone. One of the most interesting problems which
arrises in connection with this space is the determination of the
conditions under which a given Riemannian space Vii can be im-
bedded into a Riemannian space V ll+ 1 as a hypersurface F,I such that
the group of holonomy of the space with a normal projective con-
nexion corresponding to VIl + 1 fixes a hyperquadric Qn and the image
of Qn into V:/+l is Fn •
On the other hand, any Riemannian space V" can be imbedded
into a suitable Einstein space A n+1 whose scalar curvature is a given
constant (from now on, we call this Campbell's theorem)"). As regards
the signification of the theorem by means of the groups of holonomyJ
the author has obtained some results in connection with the space
\vith a normal conformal connexion4).
1) T. Otsuki, On projecti\'ely connected spaces whose groups of holonomy fix a
hyperquadric, .Jonr. of the Math. Soc. of Japan, Vo1. 1, No. 4, 1950, pp. ~51--2G3.
2) S. Sasaki and K. Yano. On the structnre of spaces wi th normal projective
connexions whoRe groups of holollomy fix a hyperql1adric, Tohoku l\lath •.Jour., 2nd
Se., Vol. 1, No. 1, 1949. pp. 31-39. .
?) J. E. Campbell. A course of differential geometry, 1926.
.1) T.Otsuki, On the flpaces with normnl conforll1Rl connexiollR and some im-
bedding problem of Riemannian spaces, I, Tohokll ::\fath. Jour., 2nd Se., Vol.l, Ko.2.
1950, pp. 194 --2::H.
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In the present paper, we shall investigate the same problem by
means· of the groups of holonomy of the spaces with normal projec-
tive connecxions, considering the above-mentioned imbedding problem
of V:l into ~I+l.
§1. Fundamental equations.
Let there be given a space with a normal projective connexio~
X'I corresponding to a given Riemannian space ~l with positive de-
finite line element
(1,1) (i, j = 1, 2, .•.... , n)r»
in' each of its coordinate neighborhoods. If we take suitable semi-
natural frames R(A, At), the projective connexion of the space le is
given, as is well known, by means of Christoffel symbols r{A; made by
giJ by the following equations:
(1,2)
where
(1,3)
and we put
(1,4)
If the group of holonomy H of the given space fixes a hyper-
quadric Qn-l (we may not always assume that QIl-l is non-degerate),
Q;l-l can be represented in the tangent projective space of each point
A with respect to the natural frame by
(;{, p. = 0, 1, 2, ...... , n),
where GAp. satisfies the relation")
5) .E. Cartan, Le~on sur la theorie des espll.ces U connexioll projective, Pari~t
GUllthier-Villll.1'8, 1937.
tl) See Note I), pp. 251-255.
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f-a;' Goo - 2G", = O.
-axk- G IO - llfkGpO - Gu• = 0,
t -a~, Gij - IlI,Gp} - Ilj,G,p = 0
1
2(n + 1) log g,
We have obtained (1,5) at the points where Gnn*0, that is, at the
points which do not belong to the surface of image F:~-1 of Qfl-l into
X,!. But, by virtue of the continuity of GAp., we may consider that
(1,5) is satisfied at each point of Xli. Conversely, if (1,5) is inte-
grable, the group of holonomy of X n fixes a hyperquadric Q'l- L •
Now, in order to represent (1,5) by the quantities of VII' let us'
put
(1,7) GiO = Pi
(1,5')
and putting the relation and (1,6) into (1,5), we get
( aq>
i·-a%l = Pi.
IPiU = PiT) + P}T, - n ~ 1 <pK,} + 2<p(T,;} - TiT}) + Gij,
G ij ; k = 2r'kG ij + r' jGn.: + r'lGkj
+ Pi (- n ':'1 Kk,j + r'k;j - r'A:Tj)
+ Pj (- n ~ 1 K ik + r'i; k, - T l r'k)
w here a semicolon ";" denotes the covariant differentiation of V'I.
Now, let us c~sider a change of coordinate system: (x) -- (x),
and R(A, Ai) and R(A, Ai) be the natural frames in the coordinate
3
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systems respectively. Putting
a~AjL' a~
b~A~ (Ao = A),
and
0, a ll(I p,
where (t)~ are different from those of (1,3), we get
dA = dpA + pdxtAi
and hence
Accordingly, we get
and
We get likewise the relation
0,
and hence
since (t).~ = O. Accordingly, from the relations above and that R(A, A;)
is the natural frame, we obtain
a i ox)
o = wl- nw~ = (n + l)p-la~dx + d( aiJ ) ax i '
from which we get the relation
u p a I I axt i
at = - 1'l + 1 aXi og ~a x1t :.
4
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Furthermore, putting wg = 0, we get
1 . oxk Idlog p = p-1djdxJ = - n + l,dlog \ a x", ,
that is
1
axi -»+1
p = I 8xJ
Now, in the coordinate system (x), we have
especially
2
aXi -n+l G
Ia xJ' 00'
1
Accordingly, 'gtj I n+l Goo is a scalar. Let us denote this by y(x).
Then, we get from (1,5') the relations
(1,9)
(1,10)
and
IG __1 (
-2 00 = <p= g 11+1 Y X),
1
Gw .= p, = g-n+1(ql + 2YTi )
1
gn+1PilJ == qi;J + 2Yt'i;) + 2qj T t + 2TJ {qj + 2yt'{)
= (q, + 2Yt'l)t'J + (qJ + 2yt'j)t'i
2y 1
+ 2Ytr"t;J - 4£"i,t')) - n _ 1 K tJ + gn+lGlj ,
where g = I.g,) I and
(1,11) llj =
Now, if we define a tensor by
(1,12) 1TtJ = gn+l GlJ - "liT J - qJt't - 2Yt'tt' j'
which is a symmetric covariant tensor of Vll, then the last relation
becomes
(1,13)
Putting (1,10), (1,1'2) into the last re1atimm of (i1.,5'), we get
5
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J
gn+lGtJ~k == TU;k + qt;k't"j + qt't"j;TG + qj;k't"l + qj't"t;k
1
+ 2Y('t"t;k + 't"i't"HJ + 2ql:'t"('t"j + 2gn +1 't"J.:G£J
1
= 2gn+l't"~:Gij + 't"l{Tkj + q,,'t"j + 't"k(qj + 2y't"J)
+ 't"j{Tlk + qk't"i +'t"k(qi + 2Y't"i)}
+ (qi + 2Y 't"t)( n ~ 1 K"j + 't"1c;) - 't"k't"j)
+ (qj + 2Y't"J)( n: 1 K,,, + 't"t;k - 't"i't"k)'
1~j;k - n _ 1 (qiKkj + qJKLk)
- 't"i(qj;k + n~ 1 KkJ - T kj) - 't"j (qi;k + n~ 1 ~k - Til:)'
Hence, using the relation (1,13), the last one becomes
1
TO;k = n _ 1 (q(Tkj + qjTik)
'Thus, we see that the fundamental equations (1,5) characterising the
~pace can be represented by means of the quantities of theRie-
mannian space V:I as follows:
(1,11) ay = q£,
1axf.(1,13) 2y (a)q't;j - n -1 ~j + T tj , j(1,14) Ti);k 1- n - 1 (q, TkJ + qJTiJ')
and G>./Jo are determined by Y, ql' Tu so that
(1,9)
{1,10)
(1,12)
where
1 \
Goo = 2g-n~y, j
Gill = GOI = g - n~l (q, + 2y't"~),
G,j = g~ n~l(Tlj + q('t"J + qJ't"( + 2Y't"('t"J),
(~)
1
2(n + 1) log g,
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Consequently, we get the following
Theorem 1. In order that the group of holO1wlny of the space
with a normal projective connexion corresponding to a given Riemannian
space Vn fixes a hyperquadric, that the systeln of equations (a) is
integrable is necessary and sufficient.
§2. Relations between the spaces in which (a) is integrable
and the Einstein spaces.
In this paragragh, we shall give a proof of the first theorem
described in Induction.
For a given Riemannian space V,~, let the system of equations.
(a) be integr~ble.. On th~ r~gion of points where y(x) *0, let us
consider the following tensor
1 1gt} = 2y Tt) - 4y ll qlq).
Then, by means of (a), we get-
1 1 1
gfj;1.: = 2y Tt);1G - 2y 2 Tijqk. - 4y 2 (qt;kqj + qf,qj;k)
1
+ 2y 'l qiqJq1c
111 1
- ~Tfjq~ - 4y Tuqj'-- 4y T1;jqi + 2y" qlqjqk'
that is
_ 1(_ 1 _ 1 _)
gUll.: = - Y q/cgtj + 2 qigkj + 2- qlgU~.
Accordingly, if Ig(J I =F 0, the Riemannian space V,~ with line
element (not always positive definite)
as = DIj dxidx)
is projective to V:l' in other words, Christoffel symbols r~k made by
Uu satisfy the relation
7
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{2,3)
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i \\t a ". -;.- \\t. f)-f .- ~:.
r jl.: + 0 J axl.: log y ~ + Ok ax) log y •
For we· geb easily from. e2,3~
agu - h. - 11-
- -ax'" - gM.rf.lG - gf,1tr JIG .
= g'IAr~bk - r~TJ + gulf'~" - r~k)
- ~~, Cqkgij. + ~~, qjgkj + ~~ qjgb~)"
'Or
- er-A: r k )g/l,k, f,j - f,)
which becomes (2~3)
Now, regarding the curvature tensor, KJl(h o of Vn ,. we gat easily
K- f, - Kt "f ( a I -+) "£ ( a 1 -f)) A:h. - 1 k7& + Uk, -8 xl og Y - .11, - °h ax? og y ; k,
f 8 1 _2- a 1 _.1:- Mo a I --~ a I ._2-+ BI.: ax) og y 2 -8 X TL og Y 2 - O/i, aXJ og',y. 2 a:x'" I Og..y 2 .•.
Accordingly, by contraction we get
K- K {( a _2-) a 1 ~I a 1 --!-~)A: = jk - (n - 1) 8Xl log Y 2 ; k - ax-ti og y 2 ax" og y 2 5'
and hence, by means.. of (a), we get
K)k = K)k + n 2J, 1 q);k - n4~2~ qjqi:~.
= (n - 1) ( iy T jk - 4~2 qjqA) = (n - 1)gjk.
I·i'rom the last relation we see that Vn is an Einstein space with noo-
vanishing curvauure (n >. 2} or a l surface with constant curvature.
ConverselyJ if V:z is an Einstein space, then, since we have
KKt} =. -n-- gf,.jJ
{a) becOlnes readily
ay ql,
-a7 -
8
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which are satisfied by
K
y = const. * 0, qi, = 0, Uti - n(n,- If,giJ·
On the other hand~ by means of the relations ([1) and (2,1), we
have
I 2y
, GAp. I. = g-lj
Iqi + 2y'r;
2y
.._ g-l
- q. + 2Y'rl
From the relation above, we see that the condition IKt} I -+- 0 is
equivalent to that the invariant hyperquadric Qn-l is non..degenerate.
Accordingly, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2. If the group of /zolO1wmy of the space with a 1WrJ71al
projective connexioll corresponding to a given. RieJnannian, space ~~
fixes a non-degenerate hyperquadric Qn-u the space i$ projective to an
Einstein space with non-vanishing~ curvature in. the region, oft points
which do not belong to the image of Qn-l into Vn.• The converse is
also true.
§3. The image of Qn-l.
Let Fn- 1 be the image surface of Qn-l into Vn , then it is given
by the equation y = O. If y is not consJ;ant, we take a coordinate
system (XL, x2, ••• "', XII) such that
x n = y,(3,1) ga.n = glm = 0
(a, b, c = 1, 2, , 11, .- 1)
and denote the Riemannian spaces given by the hyperstl.rface~F,~-lY)
on which y = const. by Vn - 1(y) whose fundamental tensors are gab (X, y).
Furthermore, we denote Christoffel· symbols of Vn-1(y) determined by
galJ(X; y) by ge} and the covariant differentiation with respeet to {'~e}
by a comma.
Now, if we put
(3,2)
we can easily obtain the relation
9
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(3,3) aaygab = - 21fr hall
where hall is the second fundamental tensor of Fn-1(y), and
r~C {~C}, 1 r~11 - +h~,- r~1J Thall' -(3,4)
1 1 a1frr~n ~ "!r.a, r:n - yga.b+. lI , r:n = +ay .
Furthermore, making use of Gauss-Codazzi equations;)
(3,5)
and the relation
{
KacM = Raehrf. - hah hCil + had hr,b.
+l(lnlic = hall/e - hac •b ,
we can obtain the relation
(3,6)
Now, since we have the relation
qn = 1
in this coordinate system, we obtain by means of (3,4) the relation
1
qa;ll = - r:b = - Thali.
Hence, by virtue of (3,6),(1,13) becomes
or
7) .T. A. RChouten and D. J. Struik, Einfiihrung in die noueren Methoden der
Differentialgeometrie, 1935.
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fJ n'-l(3,7) ay hall = 2y (ha1) + tTa/) + t(hhab - 2h~hoo - Rab) + 'o/,ab.
From the relation above, we get easily
fJ n-1(3,7') ay h~ = 2y (h~ + '1"T:) + '1"(hh: - R:) + gbC'!r.ao
and by contraction
o.
We get likewise
, 1 '
qtl;n = - r:n = - ~ t,a
n2~~ (h,a - h~;b) + Tan.
If we put
1(3,9) La == + Tan,
which is a covariant tensor' of Vn- 1(y), then the relation above be-
comes
1 2y(3,10) La + '0/2 'o/,a - n _ 1 (h. a - h:, b)
Lastly, putting (3,8) into the relation
1 fJ,pqn;7~ - - r~iZ = -~-ay
n~ 1 ('0/ : ~ - '1r2h:h~ - '!rgab'!",ab) + T nn ,
we get
1 a+ (h T 2yo/2 (h2 hbha R) '7'+ -ay = + + '0/ ) + n _ 1 - a b,- - .L tin'·
Introducing a scalar of Vn-1(y) such that
(3,11)
the. relation above becomes
(3,12)
11
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Now, let us represent (1,14) by means of the quantities of Vn-1(Y).
We get by (3,4) the relation .
f) Tal. rl 'Tt i T~ - an..l.i1J - T bn III
f)f)~.1J + vh~Tcb + 'frhgTac - 'fr.aL'J - 'fr.T,La
1
n _ 1 (qaTbn + q'JTal~) = 0,
or
(3,13) ~f)~" = - 1fr(h~Tch + h~Tac) + "!".aLh + v.,,Lcp
from which we get by (3,3) the relation
aT a-
--ay· = 2'fr.aL
Furthermore, we get by (3,4), (:l,6r the relation
T' a_1:m .. r' I 'Tt . r i Tan;1I - ~ - an:.l.(n - nn III
_ "'" ~~a + "'r2h~L,J - ""''fr.nS + "'rgbC"r.cTao
= 1 K 'fr (11. hTJ )
- n ~T an· n ...:.. 1 ,a - a.,",
that is
(3,14) .~~a= - 'o/·h~L'J ~ ,!r,oT: + "!r.a S - n"~ 1 (h,15- h:. o).
We get likewise by (3,8) the relation
T ......;.. -!Tnn - 2rt T ..:- .."..:~ 0,,',2 La1In: n - ay -. n.,r ni - 'Y .f)Y + '41 'Y' -0/;4
2'0/ 5n .-:- 1 I/L. . '-1'. -'(h'~ lob .7_a R l
= - n - 1 l 2y ~H + ,y.Y. ) + '1~' . =- "'it"(,b ~ .. .)S'
that is
as(3,15) ay
We get tea:dily the following .l1'elations
12
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whose last side becomes by means of (3,7)
1
- 2yV (hab + "",Tab),
hence we have
(3,16) T ab•c - Lahbc - Lhhac = 0,
(3,17) La,l, + T~hbc - habS + 2:~2 (ha" + "",Tab) = 0,
Lastly, we get by (3,4), (3,6) the relation
Tml;a - -t2 S.a + 2'fr'2h:Lh
- 11, -=- 1 Kan. - n
2! 1- (h. a - h~,b)'
that is
(3,18)
Hence, if we replace 11, with 11, + 1, we obtain the following
Theorem 3. In order that we can imbed a given Riemannian
space V,I with line element
(A, J1. = 1, 2, , n)S)
into a Riemannian space Vn+1 as a hypersurjace so that the group of
holonomy of the space X n +1 with a normal projective connexion corres-
ponding to Vn+ 1 · fixes a hyperquadric Qn and the image of Qtl into
Vn +1 is the hypersurface, a necessary 'and sufficient condition is that
the following system of equations with respect to gal) , halJ , 'fr, La, Tab"
S
8) From now on we assume that the indicefl take the (ollowinJ,r valnes:
a, b, c,. d, , A' 11-, )I, P, = ], 2, n.
13
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-ay
8 ha"
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80/
.ay
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n
= 2y (hall + "/J'Ta1,) + ",,"(hhal, - 2h~h"A - Ral,) + -r,a",
= '1,,2h + '1/,:J(T - S) + 2Yn~ (h2 - h~h~ - R),
(I~)-88~"- - - -r(h~TM + htTa},.) + -r,aL" + """,,,La ,
I 8La },. 1( :;) ---8j·- = - -rhaL },. - T;",,",A + ",,",as - n (h,a - h~,},.),
(I tI ) -:~-- - 2o/,},.LA - y~ (h + ,poT) - ; (h2 - h~h~ - R)
is integrable under the conditions
(Ill) La + ~: - ~ (h,a - h~ ,>.) = 0,
(II2) La,l, + T(~ h,,},. - hal,S + 2}'1"2 (hab + 'o/Ta,,) - 0,
'(II4) S.n + 2hiLJ,. + n~ (h. a - h~.A) 0
and under the initial condition
[ga1'(X' y)JyosO = gab(X),
Then, in the coordinate neighborhood xl', , xn, y, the line
element of· ~Z+l is given by
ds2 = gAJJ.(X, y)dxAdxJJ. + (,po(x, y)dy)2.
§4. Invariant hyperauadric and CampbeIl's theorem.
In this paragraph, we shall investigate the problem to imbed a
given Vn in an Einstein space A n+1 so that the relation between V,.
.and A n+1 is the one stated in Theorem 3.
Now, if a Riemannian space Vn+1 with line element
ds2 = gAP.(X, y)dxAdxJJ. + ("/J'(x, y)dy)2
is an Einstein space with scalar curvature (n + l)k, the following
Ielations hold good:
14
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~ ga''-. _ _ 2... tn hay - 'f' ab'
(4,1) aa~"- - k+gab + 'o/'(h hall - 2h~hbA - Ra,,) + '0/', ab ,
(4,2) Va == h. a - h~'A = 0,
(4,3) z == (n - l)k + h'J - h~h~ - R = O.
The converse is also true. The proof is easy by means of (3,6).
Accordingly, in order· that Vn + 1 in Theorem 3 is 'an Einstein
space, besides (I), (il), the above relations (4,1), (4,2), (4,3) are neces-
sary and sufficient. Therefore we shall replace these relations by
other ones such that we can easily treat our problem.
From (12) and (4,1) we obtain
1 2yk
Tab = - +'}zab + -n-gah'
h
T = - T + 2yk
and from (ill) and (4,2) we obtain the relation
(4,5)
Conversely, if La = ( ~ )'a and (ill) hold, then we get
yVa = O.
from which we get Va = 0 when Via is continuous at y.= O.
Then, putting (4,4) into (1:;) and using (4,3), we get
~t = (2yk - S + 2~Q )'1P3 = - ( S - 2~k )+\
where
(4,6)
By (1J, (13), (14), (4,4), (4,5), we obtain the relation
a Tab 1 a hab hab a '1" 2k 4yk,/J' h
ay - T -ay + -:;pc -ay + -ngal] - -n- ab-
- kga.'J - (QarJ - h~hbJ - ~ ",",ab
15
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( 2 ) 1 21 - n kgab + + "!rab - ,+2 '0/.(1'0/.1) - Rab
+ h"" rh + tS - 2Yt(k + ~)} = o.
Furthermore, by (1,) and (4,2) we get
:y La = {S - 2Y(k + ~ )l+,a + '0/(S,a - 2~ Q,a)
1 hA. "I,. ~ (' 1 hA 2yk (JA.) ,r.. S
=T a'l',>.-"}l',A -T a+-n a +"Y,a ,
that is
S.et - ~- Q,a - ~2 h~'o/,>. = O.
By means of (Ill) and (4,3), we get
as 2 hP. 2kffY = +'g +. >. ,y, /10 - ----n-
and from (II~) we get
1 2 (1 hA. 2yk (\A.)h
- ¥ "fr',ab + ,y.a +,a+,b + - T a + --n-: 00, hA
k
- h(1) S + n+ gab = O.
Lastly, from (lIs) and (1I~) we obtain the relations
1
h(1),t: = + ('o/,c ha1) + 'o/,ahc.b + "fl',hhac),
S,o, - ~'l h~'o/.A = O.
Hence we obtain the following
Theorem 4. A necessary and sufficient condition in order that we
.can imbed a given Riemannian space Vn with line element
16
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ds2 = g>.ix)dx>'dx!J.
into an Einstein space A~~+l so that the space A n+1 has the property of
Vn+1 in Theorem 3 is that the following system of equations
f)galJ
--oy-
Ohab
-ay
a+
--ay
as
-ay
_(s - 2yk )w.'i\
n .'
~ >'!J. -~k
'1,.2 g 't,>. "o/,fI. n
is integrable under the conditions
V ... 1 2 k hAh(I I) ~l"'l::::::: "I' "o/,ab - "0/2 "I',a'fl',b - n gaiJ + 'It I,ll.
+ "o/hab ( S - 2~k) = 0,
(IV!?) 1)ab ::::::: (1 - ~ )kgo,b + Jzhall - h~hh>' - Rab
1
CalJe ::::::: hal"e - y. ('fI'.ah'Jc + "1',I,hca, + 'frckll')
d a ::::::: S,a - ~~ h~"o/,A = 0
0,
0,
and under the initial condition
The proof is evident from the computation above and the relation
§ 5. Some properties of ~ab' 1)0,1" Co,lJC and (Ja.
In this paragraph, we shall investigate properties of the tensors
~nJ)J 1)ab' Ca"lle and the .vector d~ made by any solutions gal)) ho,b , ,p., S
Qf the system of equations (Ill).
Let us denote the Riemannian spaces with line elements
ds = g,,!J.(x, y)dx>.dx~
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ar~c
ay = ga"'(v- h1lc), A - ('1rh~), c - ('II' h~), 1"
which becomes by means of (IV3)
(5,1)
We get likewise by means of (IV4) the relation
- --±- r hA ~ (hA hA(5,2) S,ah - d(l,11 - ,,!I':l "JI',I, a'fr,>.. + ""2 a. 11 '11', A + a, "", Ab)
d ~"'A .. fA
a, I, + v-2 .. a 11 "f' , >..
+ ~:!- {habg AfL "".>.. 'fr./oL + h~'fr.a·'!r,A
+ 'fr~ h~({-'fr'AIJ - ;2 'fr,>.. 'fr. b)}
Furthermore, using (IV2)' (lIIe) may be replaced by the relation
(lII~)
from which we get easily
-:-} = 'o/(k + h~h; + 1}~) + gA/oL"".A/oL •
Then, we obtain from (IV.)
-~~'!- - 'fr(S - 2~k ){v-.ab - ~ +.a'o/,b + 'fr2(S - 2~k )hal.l
2yk' '0/
- 'fr{"fr,al{S - -n) + "fr,aS,b + "fr. bS. a + 2 (S,tVJ + S, htJ)}
1 fj r~b (2 A 4k )
- "fr 'fr'A-ay + 'fr "/r'J g fL'fr,>.. '11',/oL -n hah
+ 'fr2 (s - 2~k )( : gah - h~hbA + 1}(1,1. + ~ .'fr,al)
2klfr A( k jJo 1)+ -n-' hl"'J + "!"ha, ng>..b - hll.h/oLb + "f}lI.1J + T'II',Ab
+ "frhll.b( : o~ + h~h;-+ 1}a,A + ~ gAjJo'fr'I1'P.)
and hence by means of (IV), (5,1), (5,2)
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- ~r2(S - 2~k) (~ab - "Qah)
- '/r'1roa({1b + ~~ h~'1r'A) - ,/r'1r,1I({1a + ~2 h~,/r,A)
"".2 [ 2 P'A A)
- 2 {1O"b'+ {1b,", + '11'2 (I"a 1, + Cb a 'fr,A
+ ~:i {2habg AP.,/r, "'/r,p. + "-Jr(h~"/,Ab + h~1fr,"rt)}]
- "-Jr'A{Cal,A - Ca\ - CbAa - ~ (+oah~ + +'bh~)}
+ ~ gAP.'fr,,, +'J.l.haIJ + +(h~"QM + ht"QM,). + h~'/I',~b + h~"r.Aa,
that is
(5,3) a~allay - +2(S - 2~k) (~ab - "Qab) - "-Jr(""oll (1b + "" bf1o,)
'0/2
- 2 ({1a,1I + (111,a) - +,,,Cal,A + ""(h~"QM + h~7}M).
Now, we have generally the relation
Putting (5,1) into the relation, it becomes
a:;11 = {""CCa1/ - Ca\ - Cb\) - 2("-Jr.eth; + "-Jr.1Jh~)}."
+ {! C,,\ + "-Jr,ah + "r,,,h~l,,, + {! C,,\ + ~,l,h + "".Ah~}.a
= ""CCab",,, - '0.\." - Cb"a.,A) + "-Jr. A(CabA - Ca"b - C1,\)
- 'o/.aAh~ - "fr",,,h~ + 2t,a" h
- 2'!',a(C1I\ + ~ "fr,l,h + ~ ,/r,,,h;)
- 2t'1I(Ca\, + ~ V.ah + ~ "",}.Jz~)
+ ! (C/a,b + CA\ ,a) + ~ (+.1ICAAa + '0/,aC"\)
19
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+ +.a(CA\ + ~ v.bh + ~ V'Ah~)
+ "fr'.b(C/a + ~ 'fr..ah + ~ 'fP.>.h~)
+ 'fr'A{Ca\ + C,,\ + ~ (~.ah~ + 'fr",h~ + ~AP.'fP'ILhab)}'
(5,4)
1J1'(Ca IJA. A - Ca\, A - C,/a.>.) + t (C/a.11 + CA\.a)
+ 'fP.ACa} + ",..a(~ '/'1 - 2CII\) + 'fr.,{ ~ '/a - 2Ca\)
-~".aAh~ - 'fP.'jAh~ + 2('fP.ab - ~ +.a'fP.,,)h
+ ~ gAIL'''';A",".. p.hahe
Then, by means of (III2), (IIIr.), (5,4) we get the relation
at;~T' = - 2(1- ~~ )~,. khaT' + 'fr(k + h~h~ + "fl >.A + ~ gAlL '1", AIL)hc3/J
k 1 .
+ 'o/h(n gal) - h~hTjA + "fla1l + T '''',ab)
- 'fP( : gall. + "flaA + ~ o/,aA)h~ - V( : gllA + "flbA + ~ 'f"IJA)h~
a.Ra11
-ay
= +ha,{ ~ gAIJ.'!I'tAIL - ~2 g'\IL+,A","'IL - k + h~h; + "flAA)
- ""h( ~ "'''a" - ~2 'fP,a 'fr.b - : gab + h~hlJ.\ ,- "flab)
- "I'(h~"flh,\ + h~"fla..\) - 1/I'(CQ1/, A - Ca\, A - 'bA(1, >..)
- ! (C>.."a,IJ + 'A\,a) - +,,\Cab>"
- '11',a( ~ C>.."1I - 2C,,\) - 'fP'b( ~ C.\\ - 2'/i\}
that is
~fi~" = +hab(~i\h + "fl/) - ""h(~a'J - "flar')
(5,5) - 'fP(h;"flbh + h~"fla>.) - V(CabA,,,- - Ca\."- - 'bAI;I.J
20
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- ! (Chha,b + .(h\,a) - +,hCabh
,,1ft (~C h _ '2P" h ) _ .. I (~,.. h 2P" h )
- 'f'.1I 2 ,\ I, ~11 h if',b 2 "",\ (I - ""a A •
Now, using (IVJ), we have
2 2
'o/.a'Jo - ('fr'~a~),c + T (1fr.a'fr',,,c + 1fr.b'fr'.ac) - '¥' 'fr'.a'/r,b'o/,r.
+ : gal) '!r.c - h~hbhV.e - 21Jt'(S - 2~k )hab 'fr',r.
- ~('o/C/'o ~1fr,.oh~ + 'fr.ah~ + ghjJ.'o/,jJ.hac)hbA
- (1Jt'CbhC + "/r'Ohbh + '1".1)11:0,\ + "fr, AhbJh~
- 'o/2 ha{d. c + ~ h~'1"'h)
- '0/(8 - 2~k) ('o/Cabc + """.chab+ 1fr.ahbc + +.IJZac)
Hence we have by the relation above
aCall 0 (~~al)) _ h' f}r~~ _ h !!-~~_
----ay- ay, c . A1J J}y ah ay
a 5 1 1
- ay l "'" (+.ohab + '1r,a hbc + 'o/,bhac)
+,c(: gab-h~hb'\+1Jab)
- ('l/rC/"c + +.Jl~ + +.ah~ + g,\jJ.'fr',jJ.hao)hbh
- (","'bAc +. ",",Jzb>. + 'il',bk; + 'o/,hk8l;)h~
+ +1Jab.C + +,abo
- hh/i{'Jr(Ca/" - Ca'\ - (/'1.1) - 2(",",ah~ + 1fr.oh~)}
- haA{"!I'(ChO'\ - '/'"c - '0\) - 2(1fr,bh~ + 'fr,oh~)}
+ ~ ,[h~)2.'iI'+,0(S - 2~k) + 'fr'20'0 + 2h;'o/.",l
(I,I'.O=Olldk t s
- 'o/.c( : gall - h~hb'" + 7Jab + ~ ,,,,.ab)]
,- - 'o/'ha.A(CbcA + Cl'\ - Co\) - +hblt.(Cac>. + Ca"'o - '/a)
- ¥(s - ~. yk)Cabc + ('1"~ab + V1Jab).c
+ '0/2(hac (Jb + h 1JC (Ja)
- '/P.o{ ~ ""'.ab - ~2 '/r.a'lr.b - : gal)
+ h~hblt. + 'frha{S - ; yk) + 7Ja l,}
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which becomes by (IV\)
(5,6)
- "'1' ha(Cb/' + C,/Le - Cc\)
- "'l'hb;\(Ca/' + Cic - C/'o,)
- ,y2(S - ; yk)Ca1JC + ,y.~ab • c + 0/1/ab. e
+ ,y,'1(hO,C db + hooda) + o/.a(~be - 1/be) + ,y..b(~ae - 1/ac)·
Lastly, regarding do, we get by (IVot) relation
that is
(5,7)
Thus 'we see that ~all' 1/0,11' Cabc' do, made by any solutions of the
-system of equations (Ill) satisfy a system of equations (5.3), (5,5),
(5,6), (5,7) linear with respect to these quantities and their deriva-
·tives. Therefore, if' we 'have at y = °
~a', = 0, 1/ab = 0, Cabe = 0,
·the relation holds good in a proper neighborhood of y = 0. Hence
we obtain a more exactly theorem as follows:
22
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Theorem 5. In order that we can imbed a given Riemannian
space V:l with line element
O.(5,9)
ds'!. = g).f£(x)dxAdx""
into an Einstein space in the sense as stated in Theorem 4, a neces-
sary and sufficient condition is that the following equations with respect
to hab (= hbc), t', S is integrable for the space V;l:
r ~ +.ah- ~2 'o/"a.+.c- : ga.h+h~hb>.++habS=O,
(5,8) IJ hab •c - ~ (t'.ah"c + "."hac + "".cho.b) = 0,
S.a - ~2 h~+.A = 0
under the condition
(1 - ~ )kgab + hha'J - h~ h"" - Ra))
§ 6. Integrability conditions of (5,8), (5,9) (n > 2).
In order" to investigate the integrability of (5,8), (5,7), let us
replace them by the following equivalent system of equations
hab • c = Pchab + Pahoo + p,J hac ,
S.a = ~ h~p).
(6,1)
(6,2)
(6,3)
(6,4)
Pet." =
".a. = +Pa,
Po. Pb + : ga)) - h~ h"l\ - '0/S hab ,
and
O.
Now, we get from (6,1) the relation
and from (6~2). the relation
23
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( : gl~ce - h~h.\Cc - '/t'Sha,ce)P')J
- (h~ PCC + ph hare + Pah~)kll])l.
- "fi' ShaLl; Pc] - 2ha~/)h;] P'"
~ h h'"nga,:eP7/] - aflJ C]p",
{R/nc - ha'Jh~ + haeht - ~ (gabB~ - g~B~)}p", - o.
We get from (6,3) the relation
- ~ R'l\ah,\/) - +Rnhcdha,\
hab.[d.PeJ + Pa.[dhbJ'h + P11.:dhc]a
== Pahb[d,{Jc) + p,J hu((J(Jc]
+ (PaP['1 + ~ ga,[IJ - haAhtl - '\/J'ShaLd)hcJb
+ (PbP[rl + ~ gbCd - hbAht, - '/t'ShbJd)he1a
ha",(h~ehll]b + . : Btcgd:b) + hbA(htchdJ(£ + : B~cgdJa}
that is
{Ra\d - hach~ + hQAlh~ - ~ (gMB~ - gad. B~) }hb",
+ {Rb"'cll - h')ch~ + hlJilh~ - : (gbcB~ - gbdO~)}ha'\ - o.
We get lastly from (6,4) the relation
S 2 lA 2 h'"
,[all] - T p[1J ZdJPA +~ P"',[11 ItJ
- ~ PC1lh~lPX + .~ (p"PU) + : 8"[11 - h~hp.:/1 - ,,!I'Sh'\[/J)h;J
o.
Hence, if we put
~6,5)
the results above are represented by
24
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Fa>'bcP.\ = 0,
Fabcil = - F 1Jacd = - Fabdc = Fcdn." •
Accordingly,we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 6. A condition of integrability of the system of equations
(6,1) - (6,4), (IV~) is that the. system of algebraic relations with respect
to Pa , hal), +, S derived successively froln (IV~), (6,6), (6,7) by differen-
tiation and by substitution of (6,l) - (6,4) is compatible.
Now, if V7~ is an Einstein space, then by definition we have the
relation
Then if we put
(IV2) becomes
S(1 - ~-)k + (n - 1)("~ - ~~ a 01 n 't' n ) oa
"
- ,
hence we have the relation
( R k )+rp = n(n - 1) - n ~.
Furthermore, (6,7) is satisfied by means of (6,8). If we put '0/ := const.,
S = const., then we get from (6,2) the relation
~ - rp2 - -o/{f1S = o.
n
We can easily determine -0/, S so that the last relation holds good.
Thus we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary. Any Einstein space An can be imbedded into an Einstein'
space A n+1 in the sense as stated in Theorem 4 and so that An is
totally geodesic or umbilical in A n +1 •
As easily seen, the spaces Vn which can be imbedded in an Ein.:
25
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stein space A n+1 and are totally geodesic or umbilical in it are Ein-
stein spaces.
§ 7. Integrability conditions of (5,8), (5,9) (n = 2).
In the case n = 2, let us denote the Gaussian total curvature by
K= Rl!J.12g
Then, since we have the relations
hhflll - h~hb'A = ~ gal, I hJ,,1J. I
Ral, = Kgah ,
(IV2) becomes
k
?I'ah == 2 ga,.'J + hhal, - h~ h',A - Ra.,
= { ! Ji I - (K - ~)}gal' = o.
Hence we have a equivalent condition
(7,1) k 1K - 2 - g I hAIJ.! = o.
On the other hand, as regards Fabed we have
F!212 == R1212 - I hA1J.1 - -}g = (K - ~)g - I h.\p./ •
Accordingly, we see that (6,6), (6",7) 'are identically satisfied if (7,1)
holds good. ,
By differentiation, ,we get from (7,1) the relation
~a + :2 'hAp. I ::a - ~ (~l :Z7?- + h22 ::~1 -2h12-~~ )
1
K.a. - g (hllh2~.a, + hu •a h22 - 2h12h 12 •a) = O.
Putting (6,3) into the last relation, we get
K. a ~ ~ { I hAIL I Pet + Pl(hla h22 - h!2 h2a) + P2'(hll h9,fl - h 12 h la)} 0,
that. is
26
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K. a - g 'hAfI.! Po. = o.
Furthermore, putting (7,1) in the relation, we get
(7,2)
i) The case K = constant.
If we put k = 2K, we have the sole condition (7,1), since (7,2)
becomes a trivial one. Then the system of equations (6,1) - (6,4), (lVJ
is clearly integrable.
ii) The case K =F constant.
Furthermore, differentiating (7,2), we get the relation
K,a" - 4l('JPo. - 4(K - ~ )Pa.1l = 0,
into which we put (6,2), we get the relation
4(K k ){ k ! hAIL !K.a'J - 4K. Il Pa - - 2 PaP/) + 2 ga)) + g gab
- (h + ","S)hab} = O.
Putting (7,1), (7,2) into the last relation, we obtain the relation
(7,3) K,." - ( 5 k)K•• K,. - 4(K - ~){Kg.. - (h + +Sjh.,,} = O.
4 K - -2-
On the other hand, we get by (6,3)
that is
( ~ ). a = ~ h~ p,\ •
Comparing this with (6,4), we have the relation
(7,4) S = ~ + 2C (C = constant).
If we put (7,4) into (7,3), we obtain
(7,5) K,., - ( 5 k) K•• K" - 4(K - -~ )Kg..
4 K- T
+ 8(K - ~ )(h + 'lrC)ha)) = O.
27
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Let us define a tensor o.f V: depending on k such that
L ..(k) = (K.., k ) - (5K.aK.k )2 - Kgal,'4 K-- 16 K--2, 2
then (7,5) is represented by
(7,5')
Now, we divide the case into the two following .cases.
iil) The case L1l',(k) = O.
Then, we have hall = 0 or h + "!rC =-0. In the first 'case, we get
from (7,1) the relation K = const. which is ,contradictory to our
assumption. In the second :case, we get easily
h. a + C'fr.rt = 2h~Ph + (h + C'/J')'Pa = 2h;~p.\ = o.
Hence, solving these relations with respect to hfll" we get
Accordingly we get also K = const., which is contradictory to our
assumption.
ii2) The case L rtll(k) =1= O.
Then, we have
I La!}! = 4(h + 1/J'Cr I hh/L I ,
into which putting (7,1), we get
I Llt~, I = 4(h + 'tfr'C)2g(K ~ ~ ),
that is
28
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If we put
F(k)
(7,5') becomes
(7,5") La" ± 2Fhab = o.
Then, if F(k) = 0, it leads to a contradiction as (ii l ). Hence, by
virtue of the above calculation, we get the relation
(7,6)
Pa =
"',.c =
s=
=F ~ah(k)
2F(k) ,
(k, C = constant).
(7,7)
Accordingly, in order that our system is integrable, it is necessary
and sufficient that the relation derived from (7,5) by differentiation
is satisfied for the space.
By means of (6,3), we get from (7,5")
La .,,1l ± 2F. c hab ± 2Fhall • c
La'I,1l ± 2F. chab ± 2F(Pcha'J + Pah11c + Pbhac) 0,
into which putting (7,€», we obtain the relation
La>., - ~.,- La' - ( 1 k) (K.,L., + K••L" + K.,L,,) = O.
4 K- T
Accordingly we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 7. In order that we can imbed an two-dimensional Rie-
mannian space V; into an Einstein space Aa as a surface so that it is
the image of the quadric which the group of holonomy of the space
with a normal projective connexion corresponding to Aa fixes, the
following condition is necessary and sufficient:
V~ .is a surface with constant curvature, or for the tensor Lab{k)
and the scalar F(k) depending on a constant k the following relation.
holds good
29
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r k -.!...} 1L.", - L."llog F(K - T)' .' - ( k. ) <l(.L,. + K."L"J = o.4 K- 2
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